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The Cliord pentad of the 4X4 matrices denes the 5-dimensional
space. Each weak isospin transformation divides an electron on two com-
ponents, which scatter in the 2-dimensional subspace and which indis-
cernible in the orthogonal 3-dimensional subspace.
PACS 12.15.-y
In the weak isospin theory we have got the following entities:
the right electron state vector e
R
,
the left electron state vector e
L
,








the left neutrino state vector 
L
,
the zero vector right neutrino 
R
.
the unitary 2 2 matrix U of the isospin transformation.(det (U) = 1).


























































































































































1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 u
1;1
0 0 0 u
1;2
0
0 0 0 u
1;1
0 0 0 u
1;2
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 u
2;1
0 0 0 u
2;2
0
0 0 0 u
2;1














































































































































































































































































































The corresponding eigenvalues are: 1, 1, exp (i  ), exp (i  ), 1,1, exp ( i  ),
exp ( i  ).





















0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
























0 0 i 0
0 0 0 i
 i 0 0 0













































































































































 e  V
4
.







































































= exp ( i  ) e
Lb
.






. The vectors h
k
constitute the or-
































































































































































































































































































 cos () + V
4a






 cos ()  V
0a






 cos ()  V
4b






 cos () + V
0b
 sin () .
Hence, every isospin transformation divides a electron on two components,




). These components are












[2] Item, p.2, p4
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